ABSTRACT: The nonrandom mixing version of the Holey Huggins theory for pure components presented in a previous paper is extended to binary mixtures and is applied to the miscibility behavior of the systems polystyrene/methyl acetate and polystyrene/cyclohexane. Comparison with the experimental data shows that the present theory is successful in predicting the miscibility behavior and its pressure dependence for these two systems. For polystyreneicyclohexane the results of the random mixing and nonrandom mixing theoryare comparable. For this system one indeed does not expect that nonrandomness will be very important. For the system polystyrene/methyl acetate the agreement between theory and experiment improves by applying the nonrandom mixing theory, indicating that nonrandom effects are of importance.
Quasi-Chemical Approximation for Nonrandomness in the Hole Theory of Polymeric Fluids. 2. Miscibility Behavior of Binary Systems: Polystyrene in Cyclohexane or Methyl Acetate
I. Introduction
In a previous paper' the effects of nonrandom mixing of polymer segments with holes in the Holey Huggins (HH) theory213 was accounted for by application of the quasichemical approximation of G~ggenheim.~ The purpose of this paper is to report on (1) a generalization of the theory to polymer blends and polymer solutions and (2) the application to the miscibility behavior of binary systems. The theory is compared to experimental miscibility data at atmospheric and elevated pressure for solutions of polystyrene in methyl acetate and polystyrene in cyclohexane. The results show that the present theory is as good as or, in some respects, better than the original HH and SS theories.
The present theory is regarded as an intermediate but necessary step toward the establishment of an equation of state theory involving polymer systems with, e.g., strong directional interactions. In these systems, considerable deviation from complete randomness may be expected, and this can be handled in a similar fashion as discussed presently. So far, the present theory has already been extended to random copolymer systems and homopolymer1 random copolymer blends, which will be presented in a forthcoming paper. The development of an equation of state theory for self-associated polymer systems in which very strong specific interactions play an important role is in progress. To take nonrandomness of the system into account, we need extra microscopic parameters to describe the number of contacts between different species. For a binary mixture, there are six different kinds of contacts; thus three extra parameters, denoted by XI, Xp, and X3, are necessary. Their meanings are self-evident when one looks at the number of different kinds of contacts as cited in Table I .
The derivation of the theory is quite similar to that for pure components and is discussed in detail in the Appendix. Here only the main result of the derivation, i.e., the expression for the Helmholtz free energy of the system is presented.
(b) The Helmholtz Free Energy. According to the present theory, the free energy of the system is given by 1993 American Chemical Society 
In eq 1, the first five terms on the right-hand side account for the combinatorial entropy of mixing randomly holes and segments of both components. The following terms in the square brackets are extra contributions due to nonrandom mixing, where XI, XZ, and XB are the values of X1, XZ, and XS derived by the maximization condition in a similar manner as for pure component systems (see Appendix). The next two terms are contributions from the free volume and internal energy. The last term, derived from the kinetic part of the partition function, was originally introduced by Jain and Simha5 to account for the influence of mixing on the external degrees of freedom of the system. This term is also present in the HH theory, although in the relevant paper it has not been shown e~plicitly.~ The parameters kl and kz are numerical constants, and (Mo) is the average molar mass. Starting from the Helmholtz free energy, all other thermodynamic properties, e.g., the equation of state and miscibility behavior, can be derived in a straightforward way.
Applications
(a) Miscibility Behavior of the System Polystyrene1 Methyl Acetate and Its Pressure Dependence. Polystyrene (PS)/methyl acetate (MeOAc) is an interesting system which shows an upper critical miscibility temperature (UCMT) at low temperatures as well as a lower critical miscibility temperature (LCMT) at high tempera t u r e~.~~~ The relative location of the LCMT miscibility gap with respect to the UCMT miscibility gap ensures that the LCMT is governed by free volume parameters and therefore can be explained by hole theories. The miscibility behavior of this system according to the HH theory has been studied earlier.* In that study, the pure component parameters are obtained from the experimental equation of state data of both components, and the intermolecular parameters are determined from a single experimental UCMT critical point.' With these parameters, not only a satisfactory description of both UCMT and LCMT phase behavior is obtained but also the pressure dependences of UCMT and LCMT consolute states are predicted, at least qualitatively. Here, the same analysis is presented for the nonrandom mixing theory and the results are compared to those of the HH theory. The pure Table I1 offers a good description of the location of both UCMT and LCMT phase behavior. For example, the LCMT spinodal curves calculated with the molecular parameters listed in Tables  I1 and I11 are shown in Figure 1 , along with the experimental cloud pointa,6 which are taken to be equal to the binodal points considering the monodispersity of the polymer samples. It is obvious that the present theory gives a better description than the HH theory does. Furthermore, according to the HH theory, it is not possible to improve the location of the LCMT miscibility gape by changing the value of Mops. However, if one notices that the intermolecular parameters used in calculating the LCMT spinodal curves were obtained from the UCMT critical point data, both the present theory and the HH theory should be regarded as satisfactory in describing the miscibility behavior of the system PS/MeOAc. It should not be surprising that the best value of MO for the present theory is slightly different from that for the HH theory.
Having obtained the complete set of molecular parameters which lead to a good description of the atmospheric pressure miscibility behavior, we are now in a position to predict other thermodynamic properties. Here, our pri- mary interest is the pressure dependence of the critical points, since the HH theory has proven successful in this respect. The predicted and experimental pressure dependence of the LCMT and UCMT critical temperatures is shown in Figures 2 and 3 . It may be seen that both theories can predict reasonably the pressure dependence of both LCMT and UCMT critical temperatures. In the case of the LCMT critical temperature, the prediction made by the present theory is almost quantitative. Also for the UCMT critical temperature, the present theory gives a better prediction of the pressure dependence, especially a t higher molar masses. For the low molar masaes, the pressure dependence is not reproduced exactly. Nevertheless the significant change in pressure dependence observed experimentally is also observed theoretically, although at a much lower molar mass. Thus the molar mass dependence is predicted qualitatively. In comparison, the predictions concerning the molar mass dependence according to the HH theory can be regarded to be less satisfactory. allowed for in the nonrandom mixing theory. However, this option will not be pursued here. Conversely, only qualitative agreement with experiment is obtained for the HH theory if CCH is not adjusted. Therefore, it can be concluded that the overall agreement between theory and experiment is improved including nonrandom mixing effects.
IV. Conclusions
The hole theory for the disordered fluid state including nonrandom mixing has been successfully extended to strictly binary systems including homopolymer solutions and mixtures or blends. The comparison presented here was primarily intended to gauge the effects of quasichemical approximation on the description and prediction of thermodynamic properties, in particular phase behavior.
For the system PS/CH, which can be considered as a model system for apolar interactions, the NRMHH and HH theories are practically identical. From the equation of state behavior of the pure constituents nonnegligible nonrandom mixing effects are observed.' Considering solutions of polystyrene and cyclohexane, the deviations from nonrandomness are also present but appear to be relatively insensitive to composition, which is reflected in the minor influence of nonrandomness on thermodynamic properties related to compositional derivatives, e.g., spinodals, critical conditions, etc.
For the system PS/MeOAc relatively favorable interactions are suggested by the cross interaction parameters estimated from the HH theory. The large deviations from the geometric mean for the energetic parameter Cab* and the hard-sphere average for the segmental volume Dab* suggest that considerable deviations from randomness can be expected. The NRMHH theory should be suited to deal with such deviations in a consistent manner. Indeed for this theory the cross parameters €ab* and Uab* are much closer to the geometric and hard-sphere averages, and, more importantly, a better overall agreement between theory and experiment is obtained.
From these results it can be concluded that the quasichemical approximation effectively offers an improved evaluation of the partition function. More (direct) evidence concerning the accuracy of an analytical approximation to theexact partition function for a particular model can be obtained from a comparison with Monte Carlo Acknowledgment. H.X. wishes to express his appreciation to the Polymer Blends Foundation (SPB) of the Eindhoven University of Technology for financial support, and his sincere thanks to Prof. P. J. Lemstra for his hospitality.
Appendix: Derivation of the Theory for Binary Mixtures
system is given by Also, the definitions of the solid-like and gas-like free lengths ( l s ) and (1,) are similar to those in the pure component theory, viz. where
The resulting equations for the Xi*'s are
From the above set of linear equations we obtain the following expressions for X2* and X3* in terms of XI*
Notice that, since the determinant of the set of linear equations (eq A.26) equals zero, there are an infinite number of solutions for XI*. However, if we consider the total fraction of segment-hole contacts X* (X* = X2* + X2*) and the total contact fraction of polymer segments q, XI* may be determined by the requirement that the relationship between X* and q should be the same aa that for the pure component. In other words, when we consider the polymer as a whole entity, we should have X* = q ( l -q), as in the pure component theory. At present, q = u we let X, = XI* (i = 1, 2, 3) eq A.35 recovers the mixing rules in the HH theory. Using ( t * ) and (u* ) defined by eq A.35, the internal energy of the system may be written simply as + u and 1 -q = w , so we have
From eq A.28, we obtain XI* = uu and, thereafter, XZ* = vw and X3* = uw. The partial derivatives in the above equations may be obtained either analytically or numerically. The way to proceed analytically has been explained in the previous publication. In the present applications these derivatives were obtained numerically with the aid from a computer algorithm to determine derivatives of functions. 16 The derivatives aXi/aD, a(e*)/aXi, and a(u*)/afti for i = 1-3 are obtained from eqs A.19 and A.35, respectively, keeping the relevant parameters constant. Notice that although the above theory is derived for a binary mixture of homopolymers, it is also valid for polymer solutions.
